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1.

Abstract

2.1.

There are many tree-based methods. Probably the most
well-known is the k-d-tree[6]. The k-d-tree is a binary tree.
Internal nodes split the data space by hyperplanes into
two halves, based on a split dimension and split point.
Points will fall in either of these two half-spaces, based
on their value in the split dimension, and are therefore
associated with either the left or right subtree. Splitting
continues until a node only holds a single point.
Searching in a tree is done by traversing the tree to a
leaf, determining in every internal node if the left or right
subtree should be taken. This is based on the value in the
split dimension of the query point. When a leaf node is
reached it does not necessarily contain the nearest neighbor. Therefore, after reaching a leaf some backtracking is
required to search for better neighbors.
As long as the dimensionality of the data is low the
performance is very good. When the dimensionality increases, the performance quickly drops towards that of
linear search since a lot more backtracking is required.
To reduce the time spent in backtracking methods such
as best-bin-first search [5] and priority search [3] were
proposed. These are approximate nearest neighbor search
algorithms. Randomised k-d-trees were proposed in [24].
Multiple trees are created and then searched simultaneously. Every tree contains a random rotation of the data
making the searches independent and speeding up the
search. The LSD-tree[15] uses priority search and has
buckets in its leaves that can hold several points.
Another group of trees do not use hyperplanes to decompose the space but use clustering algorithms. The
hierarchical k-means tree was proposed in [9]. In [20] a
modified version of the k-means tree is described that uses
a best-bin-first strategy.
Other trees are for example the R-tree [10], used for
spatial data, the B-tree [4], which keeps data sorted and
internal nodes can have more than two children and the

Finding most similar items in large datasets is a popular
task. Examples are searching for similar images, scientific
articles, songs and movies. Similarity search is also called
nearest neighbor search and it is computationally expensive, especially when data is high dimensional. Many
algorithms exists to perform nearest neighbor search, but
the performance decreases enormously when the dimensionality of the data increases: the curse of dimensionality.
To overcome this, it is also possible to perform an approximate nearest neighbor search which, as opposed to exact
nearest neighbor search, does not always yield in the best
neighbor(s) but gives good results quicker than currently
possible with exact nearest neighbor search algorithms.
In this paper we propose a new algorithm for approximate nearest neighbor search and compare it with the
current state of the art.

2.

Tree-based methods

Related Work

In the field of multimedia retrieval[30, 26, 23, 22, 25, 16]
one of the core tasks is searching for similar items by
content. A lot of research has been done in the field of
nearest neighbor search and many different algorithms
exist. These algorithms can be divided into different categories. The most basic algorithm is linear search, where
the query item is compared with all other items to obtain
its nearest neighbors. More advanced algorithms limit the
amount of comparisons needed to get the nearest neighbors, which can speedup the search significantly. Popular
algorithms use for example trees, hashes or graphs. In the
following subsections we will describe these categories in
more detail.
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Quadtree [8], which is used for two-dimensional data but
can be extended toward more dimensions. The number of
children of each internal node is 2d , creating an Octree for
3-dimensional data. This rapid increase of children make
it unsuitable for high dimensional data.

than an exact graph. Since current state of the art approximate nearest neighbor search algorithms outperform exact
algorithms it does not matter that the NNG is not exact.

2.2.

The algorithm we developed is based on the Local Split
Decision hierarchical (LSDh ) tree[14]. Therefore, we will
first explain the LSD-tree[15] on which the LSDh -tree is
based. Then we will discuss the LSDh -tree itself and finally
our algorithm with the improvements we made.

3.

Hashing-based methods

Hashing-based methods are primarily about Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [1]. It reduces the dimensionality
of high dimensional data by projecting the data onto random chosen vectors. Items are hashed in such a way that
similar items have a high probability to map to the same
bucket. To achieve this a large number of hash functions
is used.
Different hash families have been applied, such as Euclidean distance, Jaccard similarity and cosine similarity.
A downside of LSH is the large memory requirement for
hash tables. Multi-Probe LSH [19] greatly reduces the
number of required hash tables while only losing a little
search performance. Many methods exist that try to improve the quality of the hashes, such as kernelized LSH
[17] and spectral hashing [28].

2.3.

3.1.

Algorithm

LSD-tree

The LSD-tree is very similar to a k-d-tree. It is an exact
nearest neighbor search algorithm. Internal nodes have a
split dimension and a split point. The internal nodes partition the data space into disjoint regions based on some
splitting rule. Every internal node has two children and
leaf nodes contain the data points. Unlike the standard
k-d-tree where a node holds a single data point, the LSDtree has leaves that contain buckets of fixed size. Each
bucket can be filled with data items until the bucket is
full. When a new point is inserted into a full bucket, the
bucket will overflow. New buckets are then created. The
overflowing bucket is replaced by a new internal node and
two buckets are attached to this node. Data points in the
old bucket are distributed over the new buckets. To determine the distribution the split dimension and split point
have to be determined first. This can be done solely based
on the data space of the bucket (determined by all split
dimensions and split points of its ancestors), either data
dependent or distribution dependent. The split is thus
determined locally, hence the name Local Split Decision
tree.
In [13] different methods to improve the performance
of k-d-tree based structures are described. They use the
LSD-tree as an example. The methods all focus on higher
bucket utilisation. The simplest method they proposed is
the following: in case a bucket split is required, its sibling
is checked first. If a sibling is also a bucket and its capacity
is not yet reached, the split point is adjusted such that one
point is shifted into the sibling and thus no bucket split
is needed. Two other methods try to also shift a point
into a bucket when the sibling is a subtree. The results
of those approaches were disappointing. It resulted in a
more unbalanced tree since a point is stored in a subtree,
meaning it is stored at a higher level (e.g. further from

Graph-based methods

Graphs for nearest neighbor search are also used. In these
graphs every data point is a vertex and edges connect data
points. Nearest neighbor search may be performed on
different types of graphs. In [2] a variant of a Relative
Neighborhood Graph [27] is used called RNG*. A visibility
graph is used in [18]. Another possibility is a nearest
neighbor graph (NNG) as underlying graph[21].
A k-NNG is a directed graph where point x is connected
to point y if y is one of x k-NNs. An approximate nearest
neighbor search algorithm is proposed in [11], which uses
hill-climbing on a k-NNG to improve search speed. It
starts at a random vertex and moves to the vertex that is
closest to the query point by calculating the distances of
its neighbors to the query point. After a predetermined
number of moves the algorithm stops. To prevent the
algorithm from getting stuck in a local optimum nodes
are marked when visited and are not visited again during
search.
Constructing nearest neighbor graphs is an expensive
operation, but [7] describes the nearest neighbor descent
(NN-Descent) algorithm that constructs an approximate
nearest neighbor graph, which can be built much faster
2

the root) than the overflowing bucket. To overcome this
another method only shifts a point in another bucket if
the level of the bucket is lower or equal to the overflowing
bucket. This improves the bucket utilisation by 10-15%
and and the same improvement was achieved with large
range queries.
An algorithm to search for nearest neighbors in an LSDtree is described in [12]. It uses two priority queues to
determine which nodes should be visited: one queue for
nodes (NPQ) and one queue for data points (OPQ). The
priority is determined by the distance from the node or
data point to the query point. Every time we descend
in the tree its sibling node is stored in the node priority
queue. Points are added to the queue for data points
when a bucket is processed. Our search algorithm is based
on this and since they are still quite similar we will only
describe our algorithm in detail and mention differences.

3.2.

achieve this our algorithm terminates after a certain number of leaves (e.g. buckets) have been visited. This is
controlled by a cost parameter. By changing the number
of buckets that we visit we can control the quality of the
nearest neighbors that the algorithm returns.
After some nodes have been visited during search it is
still possible to find good neighbors by processing nodes
that are already in NPQ. The chance however that new
nodes that are added to the queue have a high enough priority to actually be processed diminishes. Therefore, after
the cost drops below a certain threshold no new nodes are
added to NPQ, reducing the amount of distance calculations. Nodes already in the queue are still processed until
cost is zero. The idea of a threshold is also present in the
FLANN library [20].
Searching in more than a single k-d-tree simultaneously
was proposed by [24]. Every tree has a different structure but holds the same data. Visiting many nodes in the
same tree only results in visiting nodes that are far away
from the node that contained the query point (the node
does not really have to hold the query point but the query
point would be in that bucket if it was present in the tree,
based on the split dimensions and split points in the tree).
This reduces the chance that it holds a nearest neighbor.
Creating more than one tree and visiting them simultaneously makes sure that more buckets that contained the
actual query point are searched (but have different content
since other split decisions were made) and also that nodes
nearby the query point are searched. To prevent that the
same data item is processed (and potentially reported as
a nearest neighbor) more than once all data items are
marked when processed for the first time during a search.
A small improvement to speed up the algorithm is instead of using a priority queue (where only the top item
in the queue is accessible) is using a bounded priority
queue for OPQ where also the bottom item is available.
The bounded priority queue can hold at most n items. In
our case n is equal to the number of nearest neighbors
the algorithm should return. This allows for incremental
calculation of the distance to the query point: in a standard priority queue the worst element is not accessible
so when calculating the distance between a query point
and another point we have no idea of the quality of this
point. It might be a very bad candidate but we do not
know since we have only knowledge of the best neighbor
found so far. Now, when the queue holds n elements
and the distance to a new item is calculated, we can stop
the distance calculation as soon as it is higher than the

LSDh -tree

A new split strategy is introduced in [14] as well as coded
actual data regions. These improvements made the LSDtree more suitable for high dimensional data and make
up the LSDh tree. Coded actual data regions overestimate
the bounding boxes of subtrees and buckets slightly, but
reduces the amount of required memory.
Two split strategies were proposed. The first one splits
in dimension (dold + i ) mod k, where i is 1 and k the number of dimensions of the data. If no variance within the
points that are in the overflowing bucket is present in this
dimension, i is increased by 1 until a dimension is reached
where variance does occur. For high dimensions they
mention that this method might not be suitable and alternatively the dimension with the highest variance (based
on items in the overflowing bucket) can be used as the
splitting dimension. This is the same strategy as used by
the VAMSplit R-tree [29]. The split point is determined by
calculating the average of the values in the split dimension
of the data points present in the bucket.
The LSDh -tree only uses the simplest described strategy
to prevent bucket splits: it only shifts a point to another
bucket in case its sibling is also a bucket (and still has
space left).

3.3.

Improving the LSDh -tree

To improve the search speed we adjust the LSDh -tree to
an approximate nearest neighbor search algorithm. To
3
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distance of the worst item in the queue. If the distance
stays smaller that the worst item in the queue the entire
distance is calculated and the point is added to the queue.
The worst item is then removed from the queue to keep n
items in the queue.
We do not use the coded actual data regions since the
extra memory requirement is not a problem.

Global (10)

Speedup over linear search

3.3.1.

Local
Global (3)
Global (5)

Split approach

We have tested three different split methods: local, semilocal and global based splits. Local splitting is as described
in Section 3.2 where the dimension with highest variance
is used as split dimension. Split dimension and split point
are only based on points in a bucket. For semi-global splits
the split dimension is determined globally by calculating
the variance based on a sample of all data that falls in the
data region contained by the bucket (e.g. delimited by
split points and split dimensions of all its ancestors). The
split point is determined locally.
For global splitting the variance and the average are
based on samples of the entire data set. As a consequence
the tree is constructed in a different way. When construction starts all data points lie in the same data space region.
If the number of points in the data space region is higher
than the bucket capacity the data space is split. The split
is determined by calculating the variance of a sample of
points that lie in that region. To ensure that every tree in
a forest is different we do not select the dimension with
highest variance but pick one at random, between top-k
dimensions with highest variance. After the dimension
is picked the split point is determined by calculating the
average of the sample in the split dimension. Then, for all
points in the data space it is determined in which of the,
now two, regions it falls. Regions are split as long as they
contain more points than fit in a single bucket. Every time
the region is split an internal node is added to the tree
with the split dimension and split point. When the points
that lie in a region fit in a bucket a leaf node is created.
Figure 1 shows the three split approaches. First, a parameter sweep was performed to select the best bucket
size for every split approach. We tried global splitting approach for different top-k high variance dimensions. The
best approach is to make the split decision based on global
information, if a suitable k is chosen. The worst strategy
is to split semi-local. We found it surprising that local
split decisions perform so well since it depends entirely
on the points in a bucket. There are no guarantees that
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Figure 1: Comparison between the three different split approaches on
the SIFT-dataset. Between parentheses the number of top-k
high variance dimensions is stated.

the content of a bucket contains a representative sample of
the dataset. This approach probably works well since the
data is inserted in a random permutation per tree, creating
more different trees than the global split approach does.
Global based splits profit from the fact that the statistics on which the split is based reflect the entire dataset.
As a consequence the bucket utilisation is much higher
so we achieve a smaller tree with a more even spread of
points per bucket. In our experiments (Section 4) we use
local split to keep one of the fundamental ideas behind
the LSD-tree intact. This method is also more suitable
for incrementally updating the tree and prevents further
parameter tuning. Global splits need a second insert algorithm for incremental updating the tree. Of course, it is
possible to rebuild the tree every time when new points
need to be added. It is also not unlikely that after the
tree is built it is used for a long time for running queries.
In that case global splits are fine as long as a good k is
picked.

3.4.

Early stopping

The original search algorithm has a check that compares
the top elements in NPQ and OPQ. If the top element
in OPQ is closer to the query point than the top element
in NPQ then the element is removed from OPQ, since
no nearer points are present in the tree, and stored in a
4

Speedup over linear search

the time saved with pruning the tree. Then we tried to
only prune buckets by calculating the distance between
a bucket (determined by the bounding box of its content)
and the query point. At the cost of one extra distance
calculation comes the possibility to save calculating the
distance for every item in the bucket. But this method
decreased performance also. Adding distance calculations
to potentially save more distance calculations did not seem
to work.

With check
Without check
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9
8
7

3.6.

Explaining the algorithm

6

In Algorithm 1 the pseudo code of our algorithm is listed.
Our input consists of the roots of all trees in the forest
(trees), the number of required nearest neighbors (nn), two
empty queues OPQ (Object Priority Queue) and NPQ
(Node Priority Queue) and our query point q. NPQ holds
nodes as where OPQ holds data points. The priority is
determined by the distance to q. The entire forest has
just two queues so we search in the tree that contains the
node with highest priority (smallest distance) to q. Cost
determines the maximum number of leaves that will be
visited. The output is result set R that will contain the nn
approximate nearest neighbors to q.
At the start of our algorithm we put some dummy data
in OPQ such that it always holds nn. Otherwise every time
an item is added to OPQ the size of the queue should be
checked to determine if the worst item from OPQ should
be removed. All roots are stored in NPQ. We use a distance
of 0 since the distance from the root to the query point
will be very small (in most cases 0): The root contains the
entire search space, of which its boundary is defined by
the bounding box of all points, and it is very likely our
query point falls within this bounding box. By choosing 0
we limit the amount of distance calculations. Finally, we
also set the threshold. We set it to 83% of cost.
In our main loop the trees are searched as long as less
than the maximum number of leaves have been visited
(cost > 0) and the best item in NPQ is better than the worst
item in OPQ. Every iteration the node closest (based on the
distance between its bounding box and the query point) to
the query point is removed from NPQ and used to traverse
the tree. As long as this node has a left child (and thus a
right child) the algorithm has to determine if the left or
right subtree should be taken. This is determined on the
value of the query in the split dimension of the node. If
the cost is above the threshold the sibling node of the root
of the subtree that will be taken is added to NPQ.
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Figure 2: Comparison between checking if best item in NPQ is worse
than worst item in OPQ, and without this check on the
SIFT-dataset.

FIFO-queue holding the nearest neighbors in ascending
order.
We perform a similar check, but since we not only know
the closest element (best) in OPQ but also the furthest
away element (worst) we perform a different check. If the
worst element in OPQ is better than the best element in
NPQ then we do not need to search any further and we
have found the top-k exact nearest neighbors.
We ran an experiment where this check is available in
the algorithm and where it is not. Since our algorithm is
approximate we also stop the search when cost has reached
zero. If cost always reaches zero before the check is true
then it will only result in overhead. In Figure 2 the result
of this experiment is shown. At very high recall levels it
gives an improvement in the performance while only a
very low decrease in performance exists at slightly lower
recall. Therefore we keep this check in our algorithm.

3.5.

Pruning

We tried two methods to prune the tree during search.
We first tried to prune the tree while descending to a leaf
by calculating the distance between every visited internal
node and the query point. If the distance would be larger
than the worst distance in OPQ we could stop the search
and proceed with the next node in NPQ. However, the
added cost of calculating the distance did not outweigh
5

worst item in OPQ is deleted.
When the main loop terminates the items in the queue
are added to our result R. The main loop will terminate
either because the cost reached zero or because the exact
nn nearest neighbors have been found.

input : Empty priority queues NPQ and OPQ, cost cost,
number of nearest neighbors nn, roots of all trees
in trees and query point q.
output : Result set R filled with nn approximate nearest
neighbors.
for 0 to nn do
// Fill queue to prevent checks
OPQ.add(NULL, ∞);
foreach w ∈ trees do
// Push all roots in queue
NPQ.add(w, 0);
threshold = cost ∗ 0.83;
while cost > 0 and dist(NPQmin , q) < dist(OPQmax , q)
and NPQ.size() > 0 do
w = NPQmin ;
NPQ.deleteMin();
while wl do
// Node is not a bucket
sdim = split dimension stored in w;
s point = split point stored in w;
if q[sdim ] ≤ s point then
if cost > threshold then
NPQ.add(wr , dist(wr , q));
w = wl ;
// Take left branch
else
if cost > threshold then
NPQ.add(wl , dist(wl , q));
w = wr ;
// Take right branch

4.

Experiments

In this Section we describe the steps we took to compare
the performance of our algorithm to some state of the art
algorithms.

4.1.

Algorithms

We picked randomised k-d-trees, hierarchical k-means,
Multi-Probe LSH and hill-climbing on a k-NN graph. We
calculated the speedup every algorithm achieved compared to linear search.
FLANN (Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors)1 is a library written in C++ by the authors of [20]. It
has implementations of randomised k-d-trees and hierarchical k-means. It currently sets the standard for nearest
neighbor search. Auto-tuning always gave k-means as
the most suitable algorithm which is in line with their
research that said that k-means is more suitable when high
precision is required. Therefore, we only ran experiments
with k-means and dropped the k-d-tree. We also used their
implementation of linear search.
We used LSHKIT2 for Multi-Probe LSH. It is a Locality
Sensitive Hashing library also written in C++. It contains
several LSH algorithms and comes with the possibility of
auto-tuning the parameters for Multi-Probe LSH, which
we used.
We implemented hill-climbing on a k-NN graph ourselves. However, we used NNDES3 for graph construction.
It implements the NN-Descent algorithm described in
[7]. We performed a parameter sweep to select the best
parameters.
We also performed a parameter sweep on our improved
LSDh algorithm, selecting different values for the number
of trees, the bucket size and the number of buckets to be
visited.

// We reached a bucket
foreach o ∈ bucket do
if not isProcessed(o) then
if dist(o, q) < dist(OPQmax , q) then
OPQ.deleteMax();
OPQ.add(o, dist(o, q));
cost = cost − 1;
for 0 to nn do
R.add (OPQmin );
OPQ.deleteMin();
Algorithm 1: Approximate nearest neighbor search algorithm for LSDh -tree.

A bucket is reached when a node does not have a left
child (and therefore no right child). The distance between
the items in the bucket and the query point is then calculated, if at least that item is not already processed in
another tree. As soon as the, so far calculated, distance is
larger than the maximum in OPQ, the distance calculation
is stopped. If it is smaller it is added to OPQ and the

1 http://www.cs.ubc.ca/research/flann/
2 http://lshkit.sourceforge.net/
3 http://code.google.com/p/nndes/
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4.2.

Datasets

on different datasets with a recall between 0.8 and 1.0.
The most notable thing is that our algorithm performs
really poor on the Million Song dataset (Figure 4) and
does not achieve high recall here. A higher speedup can
be achieved with another split approach but it will not
improve recall. Another thing to notice is the difference in
speedup achieved on the random data dataset. The nearest
neighbor graph method really stands out here. The performance of the other methods, except Multi-Probe LSH, are
all very similar to each other on the SIFT-dataset, although
on the performance of the nearest neighbor graph method
drops quickly at high recall.

We selected a couple of datasets. First the SIFT1M4 dataset
with one million SIFT-feature vectors of 128 dimensions.
It comes with a separate query dataset with 10,000 vectors.
Another dataset we used is a subset of the Million Song
Dataset5 containing 515,345 feature vectors of 90 dimensions. We used 10,000 of these vectors as queries. The last
dataset had one million vectors of 20 dimensions containing random data, which was generated by ourselves.

4.3.

Recall

For every algorithm we measured the running time at
different recall levels and compared that with the running
time of linear search. We defined recall as the percentage of overlap between the groundtruth and the approximate nearest neighbors returned by an algorithm. All
algorithms return neighbors in ascending distance to the
query point so there was no need to take the position of a
neighbor in the output into account.
We also experimented with two other recall measures.
We gave a higher weight to nearer neighbors by awarding
k points to the nearest neighbor up to 1 point to the k-NN.
At the same percentage of correct nearest neighbors the
algorithm that has more points returns on average nearer
neighbors. The other measure applied a similar technique
but now a lower score is better: 1 point for 1-NN up to
n points for n-NN (where n  k). If a returned neighbor
was worse than n-NN a fixed penalty was given. A higher
score would mean that the incorrect neighbors are further
away from the query than at a lower score (given that the
same percentage of correct neighbors is returned). These
methods are quite similar to each other but the second
method allow us to punish returned neighbors that are
far away better. We only report results based on the first
recall measure since differences where low and had no
impact on the ranking of algorithms.
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Figure 3: Comparison of different approximate nearest neighbor search
algorithms on the SIFT1M dataset at 10 nearest neighbors.

To better highlight the differences in performance between methods we also show the performance with a
recall between 0.97 and 1.0. These results are listed in
Figures 6, 7 and 8.

5.
4.4.

0.90
Recall (%)

Results

Conclusion

There is no algorithm that performs best on all datasets.
When high performance is required some experiments
have to be done to determine which algorithm is the best
algorithm for the particular dataset. FLANN performs
really well, but it can still be outperformed by other algorithms. Although FLANN is currently the standard it is
not in all cases the best choice.
Our improved LSDh -tree did not perform as well as we
hoped. A more extensive parameter sweep might improve

In Figures 3, 4 and 5 the results of our experiments are
listed. In all our experiments with the LSDh -tree we use 75
trees as more trees resulted in better performance. On the
SIFT-dataset we use a bucket size of 30. For the Million
Song Dataset and random dataset we used a bucket size of
90 and 20 respectively. The results show the performance
4 http://corpus-texmex.irisa.fr/
5 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/YearPredictionMSD
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Figure 4: Comparison of different approximate nearest neighbor search
algorithms on the Million Song dataset at 10 nearest neighbors.
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Figure 5: Comparison of different approximate nearest neighbor search
algorithms on the random data dataset at 10 nearest neighbors.
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Speedup over linear search

the performance and switching from local splits to global
splits does improve results, although it would not be Local
Split Decision anymore. Further testing should also be
done at different number of returned nearest neighbors.
If pruning would be cheaper performance might increase but calculating the Euclidean distance of a bounding box to the query point simply takes too much time.
It might be possible to estimate the distance instead to
speed up the pruning. Another problem is that the true
distance from the query point to the bounding box is always too optimistic. Points inside the bounding box will
(nearly) always be further away from the query point than
the bounding box itself. Currently it is possible that a
subtree is not pruned since its distance is close enough to
the query to contain good neighbors although all of the
data points in the subtree are actually too far away. If this
distance underestimation can be tackled, pruning will be
more feasible and search performance might increase.
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Figure 6: Comparison of different approximate nearest neighbor search
algorithms on the SIFT1M dataset at 10 nearest neighbors
at high recall levels.
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